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A whimsical love letter, a shared promise, a thank you note, and a whispered secret to mothers and

daughters everywhere. The perfect gift, B celebrates the bond that exists between a parent and a

child. Short and touching, it is a family tradition waiting to begin.
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When poet Sarah Kay took the TED2011 stage, she began her TED Talk with the poem that is the

sole focus on this illustrated book. At the conclusion of the poem's performance, the audience gave

her a standing ovation (one of two she would earn for her talk!) and it's easy to see why. "B" is a

letter from the poet to a future daughter, but in its beauty & thoughtfulness, it is also a celebration of

what it is to be a woman: to be a mother and a daughter.In explaining how she would mother her

own daughter, Kay gives insight to everything she has learned in her life -- both on her own and

from her mother. "Getting the wind knocked out of you is the only way / to remind your lungs how

much they like the taste of air." she explains in one section; "There's nothing more beautiful than the

way / the ocean refuses to stop kissing the shoreline, / no matter how many times it's swept away,"

she offers in another. Kay is a storyteller who isn't afraid to make you laugh or smile, but is

absolutely committed to being honest, to sincerity and authenticity. It makes for a fresh work, one

that begs to be revisited -- which may explain why the talk has earned 1 million+ hits on the TED

Talks website and another 500,000+ hits on YouTube (and surely growing).After Kay's talk went

viral and poetry lovers discovered both her & her work (numerous poems of hers appear on

YouTube, earning her hundreds of thousands of hits), I am sure they went looking for print versions



of her poetry. And there wasn't any -- until now. And I hope "B" is just the first in a series of books

that the publisher, The Domino Project, will put out of Kay's work -- having just one poem available

isn't enough!Still, it's an absolutely worthy effort.
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